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The art of designing reactive microwave filters is 
very sophisticate.d and well synthesizedo Both the slope 




·-. - -- ---
predictable 0. However~ only one integrated filter is ·cur-
l 
~ently available which will absorb the undesired frequency 
rather than reflect ito This structure is called the leaky 
line filter and has ·a low pass characteristic o 
} The objective of this study is to investigate the 
feasibility of designing other dissipative microwave filters 
utilizing the frequency dependent field displacement present 
. . 
in dielectrically loadedwaveguideso The use of this effec~ 
for filtering was first suggested by Ho Seidel. 1 N. Eberhardt 
devised an improved version and named the resulting str_uctures 
.. field displacement fil terso This study revealed that high 
pass filters, band absorption filters~ and harmonics filters 
·ean be constructed t.1sing this technique o 
In any absorptive filtering process, two steps are re-
quired: (1) division of the frequency spectrum into a stop 
band and a p·ass band 9 and ( 2) _aettenuation of all frequencies 
·- --··-··--·-·····----··--··-·-'-----··-·-·- - - -- ·- ----- ·-
- ... _ .. ____________ --
,. .' ·.•• 
in the stop bando ... It- is proposed to utilize the discrimina-
tive properties of high dielectric constant (k>lO) slabs 
to perfo_rm the separation {point 1) 8 These slabs 9 when prop----·--------------
~rl-y placed in a rectangular waveguide 9 displace the vvave-
guide fields in such a manner that at high frequencies 9 the · 




material o The attenuation (point 2) can novv be easily a .. -·--· ---·--
. . . . . -- . - . 
-· - - -· ___ .. _____ ,, ___ ¥ -~--.-· - ·---.. , 1 .,~ ~·--·--·· ••••• -· •• •• 
.. 
I . 
' -· ..... ___ -ehieve-d- by introducing loss into -t-he dielectric material-.------
. . -1 • .,. I ' 
'· 
1H. Seidel, Patent Number (U.S.) 2963 661. 
-- . ------ ----- -
------ -- - ..... . -- . -
- .. ~_ - - -- ~- -- --- --- -- - - ~-- . ------
" . - ·-' - .. - - -·. - - - - - - --- - - -
- -- - - -- -
------ ~ ----
. ,, 
'' . . 
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' 
The contents of this thesis have been divided into three 
major areas: (1) Theoretical explanation of field displace-
ment and its subsequent conversion into microwave filtering, 
(2) Exp,erimental verification of these phenomena and (3) De-
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REVIEW O·F THE LITERtATURE 
-, Several devices, such as _phase shifter~ and isolators, 
have already been designed utilizing rectangular waveguides 
loaded with full height dielectric slabso Hence 9 some lit-
- eratux~e is currently a.vaJilable on the subject of dielectric-
ally loaded rectangular waveguideso However 9 the majority 
. I 
., I 
of this information deals with very special cases which are 
irrelevant to the present subjecto The two papers vvhich were 
instrumental in the development of this thesis were written 
by Po Ho Vartanian, Wo Po Ayres, and A. L. Helgesson1 and 
---- I 
N. Eberhardt2 o The first paper presents a very thorough 
treatment of the case where the dielectric slab is located 
. \ 
in the center of the waveguide, while the second deals with 
the more general case of the slab located off-center. 
,~ 
' ' I • 
1. CENTER E-PLANE DIELECTRICALLY LOADED WAVEGUIDE 
As mentioned above Vartanian and 'his co-authors presented 
a complete discussion of the waveguide centrally loaded with 
; a full height dielectr.ic slab {See Fi@ll?e 1) o The interesting 
as·pect of a viaveguide loaded in this raanner is the radical t 
change in the Ec:::Jfield distribution (Figure la) vt1l1ieh occurs 
as the frequency of the microwave signal is increasedo At 
low f:t"equencies (f 1 and f 2 in Figure la) the sinusoidal dis-
tribution of the TE10 mode propagating in an empty waveguide 
~---- ----
1Po H. Vartanian, W. P. Ayres, and A. L. Helgeason, 
"Propagation in Dielectric Slab Loaded Rectangular Waveguide," 






------- -- - - - - - --- ·--·-- --- - ----·------- -·---. ------------- ---- ·----- -------------- -
. -----·-- ... ---- -·-- ---------·---- ---- - . -------- _______________________ .., 
2N o Eberhardt, "Propagation in the Off Center E-plane 
Dielectrically Loaded vVaveguide 9 n (unpublished Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories Memorandum for File #NINI 65-2631-7), 
September, 1965. Released for publication. 
')-. 
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FIELD CONFIGURATION FOR TE 10 MODE • 
. ,. 
F. -- - . " 
\:" 
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\ 
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\ 
, "', , ~,, -5. 
is dOminant,while at the high frequencies, t 3 and t 4/a.1most the- entire E~field is concentrated in the dielectric slab.-
The higher modes are similarily pulled into the slab, but 
to a considerably smaller degreeo 
,. • I 




ious modes yielded another useful resulto It was discovered 
that the introduction of-- the dielectric slab into the center 
o-f the 1J,aveguide reduced the cut~ff frequency of the TE10 
mode.f) but left the- TE20 mode_ cutoff frequency essentially 
unchangedo This reduction in the TE10 cutoff frequency was 
found to be directly proportional to both the dielectric con-
stant and the thickness of the slabo This property proved to 
be quite beneficial in designing a hal'monic filter. 
2. CONVERSION OF FIELD PULLING INTO MIC-ROWAVE FILTERING-
The paper by N. Eberhardt discussed the more general 
case of a slab positioned at an arbitrary point between the 
,; 
side walls of a rectangular waveguideo In this case another 
parameter was introduced~ the position of the slab in the 
waveguideo The same field pulling by the slab at certain 
frequencies was detected in this more general case • 
. However 9 the real significant portion of this paper, in 
-so far as· filter applications are concerned 9 dealt with the 
special case where a thin 9 high dielectric constant slab was 
·1ocated against one wall of the waveguideo The variation of 
the field distribution with frequency wa.s fo1.U1d to be the 





_, appeared as .if the 'entire field distribution had been dis·- ---~------~----~-----------
- ---····--··-· --· 
. •'" .. placed into the dielectric slab 
9 (hence 9 · the name 0iField Dia~---------------------------- J ' 
. 
~~----p-1acement Filtersn) o - - The apparent t1~anslation--or--~th_e ___ f.ie-1a·s 
' 
......................... _____ . _________ _ 
. . . - . . ····-··-•-•"'"" ,, .............. ,, ............. ' . 
- was dl1e to the fact that the maximum E=field concer1t1.)ation 
had been moved from the center of the waveguide to one side. 
In the previous example this did not occur since the slab 
was already located at the position of maximum E-field -
- - ·····-··- • - - •. ,.. •• ,-+·· ~-~ 
. . 
I . 
-- ---- ------•- -· ---- ·-------- ··' __ ..., - -·--· -~---- ---- -- - -
• ! 
-I 
. ,,.. 6 • 
concentratio·n ( ce_nter of waveguide).. . : 
If a very thin 9 high dielectric constant slab i~ chosen, 
the transition in field distribution will be very sharp and 
a distip.ct critical frequency will be present \Vvithin 10% l 
8 
. ·· . ~ - bB.Ildwidth)o Figure 2 show$ a plot (from No Eberhardt 0s paper3> 
.. J 
displaying the distorted TE10 mode for the case where ~ . .., Oo 015 
and k = 200 (Fis the normalized frequency 9 c is the slab 
thickness and a is the width of the waveguide)o This plot 
illustrates very 111ell the sharp transition ·which can be ob-
tained by this technique. 
The critical frequency occurs approximately at the point 
where the slab thickness 9 c, is equal tot for a TEM wave 
travelling in the x~directiono Based on this it can be con-
cluded that the critical frequency corresponds to the cutoff 
frequency of a dielectric waveguide mode that is formed by a 
TEM wave undergoing continual reflections from the two sides 
of the slabo Hence 9 the dielectric slab acts ·like a dielec-
trically filled wavegJide with one end shorted (dielectric -
side wall interface) and the other end open (dielectric - air 
• 
interface)o For such a loading it is knoivn that the cutoff 
frequency is ~ a _The ft:l.~'f tbiat __ . this critical frequency is 
both sharp and easy to calcul.ate will prove most beneficial 
··1n filter design ap,plicationso 
Due to the field displacement the power flow occurs in 
--di-ffe-rent areas of the-~-waveguide for different frequencies. 
For frequencies below the critical·frequency 9 the majority of 
- the pav,er flovt1s- near the -eenter of the vvaveguide f) while for 
those above. the critical frequency 9 essentially all the power 
-
. - --·· ----
----.---- . =-=·----,-------
' ,. . 
flows -in the dielectric slab o The question novv a.1~ises as to 
- __ ,. ____ ·-···--· - ··----------·---
-~-~ --~-~---~: ~:=:·-~.-=~-_: :=--:~~-~==~: __ : __ : ___ _ ~p. at ,vill happe-n if loss is intro·duced i11to the dielectric _______ :::_: ___ ,_; __ -=:--=-=~;=--~~=~:: 
---·---·-
-·------·····---------- -··· ....... - ... ···-····---- -- ·--- --- -- ... -- - .. -····--·-·-·---- ------
.. _ ------ ------- ·-~- - ··--~1~°9..~ .. _ .... ~f ..... ~.h_i_.f?. ..... _ .. g9_~-~----J!_Q .. ~-----~-~-~~;r ___ .~h-~------·f1~_l_g __ 5!_~~-~-~.il>µ].i_Q_~---·-·~Im~~ctablI~-=- ·----·------- ... -
3Ibid., p. 26 (Figure 14). 
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a. 
strong. attenuation can be·expected for frequencies above the 
----------- ------ ---
--Cl'-1 tic al frequency with practically no .. attenuation for fre-
~ c------------
quencies below the critical frequencyo Hence~ a sim~le low 
pass filter has resulted from the introduction of a lossy, 
high dielectric constant slab into ·a rectangular vrJaveguide. 
Since the critical frequency for-field displacement is de-
.. pendent on both the dielectric_ constant and. the ·-thiclmess of . 
the slab, the relative location of the attenuating region of 
such a filter can be changed by varying th-ese parameters of 
the dielectric slab. 
J. LIMITATIONS ON PREVIOUS STUDIES 
-The initial investigation by Vartanian and. his co-
authors is quite valuable as an introduction to the field 
pulling pro·perties of dielectric slabs. - However, for the 
purpose of __ this re po_rt 9 its conclusions concerning the effect 
of a full height dielectric slab on the cutoff frequencies 
of a waveguide are most significanto The paper by No Eber-
hardt actually serves as the starting point for this inves-
tigationo It has numerically analyzed field pulling and 
presented an insight into the utilization of this mechanism 
·· in the design of low pass filters o This thesis -v11ill begin 
by experimentally verifying the resµlts of No Eberhardt and 
then extend them to the design of two other filters not 
, mentioned previously. 
-------------··----- -- - . - - - -- --- ---- - . 
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CHAPfER III 
_________________________________________________ Fl:ELD DISPLACEMENT· AND ATTENUATION 




1. CRITICAL FREQUENCY 
As mentioned ~arlier a waveguide loaded with a dielectric 
slab located flush against one wall exhibits the character~ 
.is tic that above a certai11 critical frequency, the ma;jori ty 
of the E=field is displaced into the sla.bo This critical 
frequency corresponds to the lowest cutoff frequency of the 
__________ , _________________ dielectric slab, which is· given by: 
. ' 
I ~ I I 
, = -f>t£'. Ac. (1) 
where: Ac is the cutoff wavelength. 
Since one end of the medium is short circuited and the other 
is open 9 the lowest cutoff wavelength will occur when the 
thickness of the slab (length of the propagating medium) is 
~c • As·suming the permeability, N , to be, equal to the per-
meability of free space,~o, equation (1) becomes: 
(la) ~c.=fc:..-=A~~-~ = c, 
















~----· - · where: t is equal to the thickness of the s1ab. 
--------....-----.... ·---'--------·-·--- .... ' ' .. ,. _, ·---- .- l. ,- ..•• - ,· - ·-····· ··-"··-- -- ··-· • . ·. - •• -.:......----·---....!......,, .. ~ ....... ..t-....,..-;i. ....... ~ __ ..,__._~.-.....-..--........_.....,,,.._. __ ,-.--..C:- .. 
,;,.:;..!......,._ _____ ...._·~--
------ --------
With this formula either the thiclrness for a desired _ cri t-
ical frequency or the critical frequency for a specified slab 
thickness can be calculated if the dielectric constant of 
. the material is lmovmo 
Before this field displacement technique could be ap-
plied to the art of· filter design, it was necessary to ex-
perimentally verify_{-that fi~ld displacement did occur _at a/-= 
frequency given by equaJcion (la)o The11>efore 9 the initial 




task of this investigation -· "dea~lt vvith measur'i11g the fier·a ---------·-.... ·-. · ·--: .. ·· 







2. ELECTRIC FIELD CONFIGURATION 
-IN A DIELECTRICALLY LOADED WA-VEGUIDE 
·10-. 
Measuring Circuit" The tEtsk of measuring the electric 
- -11 - ·- -
field across the loaded vvaveguide ivas complicated by the . : ____ . · _______ _ 
presence of the dielectric slabo- This slab eliminated the 
conventional probe as a measuring device since it could not 
penetrate through the slabo Therefore 9 a loop antenna that 
coupled to the magnetic field rather than the electric field 
was usedo Since this loop could not protrude into.the wave-
----------------------------- guide 9 it was constructed in the plane of a metal slab which ____________ _ 
...,·· 
slid across the top of the waveguide in a special slot (See 
Figure 3)o Rather than placing an actual wire loop in the 
metal slab, a small "U" shaped area was removed from its 
_ bottom plane. The resulting metal protrusion (See Figure Ja) 
was converted into a current loop by attaching a wire to its 
free endo The current in this wire as the slab moved across 
the v11aveguide was then a relative ·measure of the E-field dis-
tribution in the waveguideo 
The designed measuring circuit (special waveguide sec-
tion shoVim in Figure 4) also provided for the monitoring of 
•--·---------- ---- -~·-~- the position of. the loop antenna as it progressed across the \.. .. 
-~--~........_..-~ __ wa/tr~guiq.e o A ~echanice~l system (illustrated in Figu:Ti?e 4) 
I 
I 
was( devised which simultaneously.transformed. the transl a~-~ . ··-----...._....___..,__.___.__,_,___ _______ .,;·-, 
...... ---- ____ __ t.ional motion of the antenna across the 1rvaveguide into the ····--·--·--··-----· 
rotational motion of a rheostato By biasing the rheostat, 
1 ts voltage otitput became directly correlated to the rela-
tive position of the antennao Hence 9 the measuring circuit 
served as a complete unit giving outputs proportio:q.a.,l. to 
both the electric field and the relative position of the 
~ 
r' 
-~~ -- _________ '!~ 
'i· 
,-. 
'' ----. --- ···----. --· -·- ··----· ···-·------------- -··----·-···-- ··--· - -- ·-·-···----- --- - ----- ·-· --
-- - --··-----------. ··--·---···-·----.. - -·····--············--------------·-·----- ·-_-__ -· ·-·-··· --------~- -------·----~------:~------ = 
A block diagram of the complete system used to measure 
, .... :, ,;:. 
the elec-'cric field configuration is shovm in Figure 5Q The 
associacff.;ed equipment merely provided the input signal into 
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FIGURE 3 
SPEC:IAL WAVEGUIDE SECTION 
FIGURE 3a 
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Fl-G_UR.E 4 
FIELD MEASURING CIRCUIT 
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...-----~~----- -~ 
. 
· Field Plots. · One important · consideration ~n using the 
--
----·--~ .. afore mentioned measuring system is that the power· flow into · ---~ • I 
the -·,vavegt1ide section muer"t; be the same for all frequencies, . 
a-:----------~-----'----
at VJhich--raeas-urements -are -t-o be made·~- - -Hence 9 the mi-cr·owave-
~--·· . 
. , 
oscillator vvas adjusted for equal pov1er flovi into the wave------:--------· 
guide at each frequency® Once this had been accomplished 
and the output detecting and recording instrtUI1ents were prop-
erly calibrated, "'Ghe measurement of the E=field configuration 
consisted of merely allowing the antenna to slide across the 
- - I 
I 
I 
· .. ---· ....... __ ·----------------waveguide. 
-· --- . -- .. -·---
I 
1 
The initial plots ind-ieated that although this meastiring ··· -
--·· - :1 
I 
I' 
system vvas very dependable near the center of the ·waveguide, 
it was compl·etely unreliable in the vicinity of either wall. 
This was especially true for the wall against which- the_di-
electric slab was locatedo Apparently when the antenna was 
.. - - . --- -- - - --
- - - ·-· --- r) 





the sliding antenna mour1t and the waveguide wall became im-
portant and caused large peak:s in the field plots o Al though 
this condition invalidated all measurements made near the 
walls 9 the data from the remainder of the waveguide was suf- . ii 
" 
···----- ·- _ -~ ficient to either verify or disprove the field displacement 
--~.----~:.: .. :-:----·-.-----. ti;.:·e·-·o··ry· ·.-·-· ...... ..: ....... ., ... _ - ·.· _, ... - .... , ... · -, .. -... _ .... ,· , .. , 11 --~ · .. -co! 'a..•'".:.. -~· - _ .- .. , •. ' 'I . -· ... ---- ....... - - - .. ~ 
.~-·-·- ·~I 
The measuring procedure outlined above was applied to· ... 
--- -~-- a waveguide containing a full height slab with a relative· 
~ ' • "·---a·--·--·---·----· ---•••• • • •-- • • • -- • 
dielectric constant of 18 and a thiclmess 9 t ~ Oo 119n o The 
I 
electrical field configuratio;ns for f1~equencies in the range, .1 
, 
] 




These curves are aln1ost identical in form to the theoreticallY----.. ·-·----·-------····;! 
~- predicted curves given in Figure 29 page 7 o ... ~he curve for I 
------------~--------:- __ f. a 4o 5 GHz indicated normal propa.gati9n_ !µ ___ ~ ~~p~yiva,ve- --------·-· 
guide~ while those for f = 6o0=7o0 GHz showed the increased 
effect of\. field displacemento The derogaJGory ef.fect of the 
TE?n mode (occurs at abot1·'t; 7 o O GHz) vras illustrated in the 
---plots for f = 7.5-800 GHzo This reduction in field displace-
ment for the TE20 mode occurs because only one half of the 
-·--~ 
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.;:;: mode is pulle·d into the sla'J?. · Based on these plots the 
-- ;.dti 
critical frequency would appear to be about 600 GHzo The -.~2~: 
critical frequency 9 as calculated by equation (la.L1 page 9, "ij 
~-~-~-'--------------------------------------------------------·- ----------------·------·---·----·---------------- - - -------- --- - - - - - -- ·------------
is 5 o 85 GHz o Hence, the measured critic a.,l frequency v1as :_4} 
.-~~-
:.,-·{_. 
approximately o. 2 GHz higher than the calculated vaJlue. · -1 
--M~ 
• 
For an i;p.i tial verifice ..tion of the theory g these results 
were quite adequate 9 especially since the exact value of the 
dielectric constant at these· frequencies vvas not knovmo 
Later results indica,ted that the measured value of ·the cri t-
iaal frequency wa.,s generally within about Q .• 5 GHz of the 
calculated valueo 
Since the recording procedure for this type of plot 
proved to be - quite tedious and lengthly, only rough checks 
(no recordings) v11ere made on dielectric slabs with different 
parameterso The results of these checks corroborated the 
previous result that field displacement vlfas _occuring in the 
vicinity of the calculated critical frequencyo Therefore, 
from this point on.9 the field distributions were asswned to 
be similar to those shown. in Figures 2 and 6~and the further 
recording of field plots was deemed unnecessaryo 
Upon clearing this first point 9 the question still re-
mained as to how·the introduction of loss into the slab would 
-..--:--. ~,:.-•·u. •.--.;c..-.q.~~-~- - _ .. _ ":_ eo::.;;.~~--- -·~··--"-"'-------;_-·. • .. - .. - - . . • • , .... .,. ,, • . ' .. - ·• .. .... . • ·- . 
. aff~ct the field displacement phenomenono If tield-displace~ 
I' 
\_ -- . - - --
- .... - • ____ !_ ... C, ---~· • ~·- -- -· 
ment were to cease under these conditions and function only for 
.. 
. ~.-. 
···----· .. ··-·---·--------·-'--------·--_ ------·--··very small losses 
9 
this techni-que· would be of --little-- value ---------·-······--·-··-·-·--------------~~" 
u . 
- -· ·- ·- - - -
· -· .. in the designing of fil-t-ers • I... - -···-· ···--- --·--·- - -.--. ----
,-.l 
---------- ---
- -------·-----·--------~ ·---... ~- ---"-·--·--·-·-------- .... _ 
3. ATTEWUATION 
.. . '---·-·-- -- -- ---, ··-·--· ... ·---- ··-·-·····---·--·--------·-·--·,:;_,, •. , ,, .. .. . .. ---·- -- ~-----·- ... 
_; __ ,. --···-------·-···-···---------------- -- ------~-------- ----·--------·---···-- ··-·-- -
· .Many methods are ~urrently available for the introduction 
of loss into a dielectric slabo The best of these seems to be 
" 
::__: _ __:__ __ _:___:_:__:-----------=---------- __ the introduction of a homog_~J.?.~ous loss d.uring the manufacturing ____________ ·_ 
.. 
of the dielectric material. However 9 to allow for more flex-
ibility in the value of the impedance, thin resistive films 
-
. -· ,, _____ -- - -- _____ .. _ ·-- ~·. ·- ---- -····-·- --- -·-·-··- ---· -·· -· -•- ., ---r---- - ·--
Jlr-----~·7'.:'_~~~':::~··---~---·--~--;,..::.;,,, .... ~;;;::: .. ,;· .;;~,-:.:.:.:·.-·.L.~,-;,.-;:"7:.: .  ~.; ... . ,.~.-·•-~.~ . ... -~."·-~--.:.:~ .. --:~·: ·c'":·.:=:-:·-·~-·::=::.-~·J::-~"··-~·:::.;,,_~·-··"·~'"·":.~:::;:;:~;~~--:_.:;~.:~:-,·;: ... ~:cc:.:~a,,.c,~.,;.;c.:~-""".'-~-,.-c,~ ..  ,·:·_-~"·-.·lllllll·:-.-.. l!'!l;-" .. ·· '-··!lll!l':·~., ... 111111111111111111111 __ 11111.1 ..... ~ ......!111!1: .. ,.!! ..... ~!!!! .. ,~ .. -•-~---llll!l-..... llll!I_ .. __  .... ____ _ 
....... ·-·-,-~··"·--····---·•·,-·---~-' -~ .. ----··-·-----,,.., ---•·····-· - - ·- _, ___ ............. . 
,j 
. 
---- -• ------··········-------·-··---,,·. ;--- . 
·-. --·-··--- ---------------------·--········· ·:·-· ···------.. -- ...... - -----···-
;• j, - : - . 
- - --- -- ---- - ------------ -- !.._ ........ _~r~~:--~~~------ ·-- ---·------- -·------ --- - - -- --- -- -- --- -- -- -- . -
·.(manufactured with various resis_~anc·e· values)· were utilized 
during the experimentationo These resistive films should 
have been placed in the center of the dielectric slab where 









the electric field was maximu.mo However 9 due to the fact · 
·· that the dielectric slabs were very thinj the.··'r~sistive films 
-·-----------------------·-··. J ' 
-had to be plaeed along ·the side of the dielectric slab fac-
tng into the waveguide (See Figure 7)o 
In order to measure the attenuation characteristics of· 
a dissipative device 9 both the insertion loss and the return 
loss must be plotted as functions of ·trequencyo The measa 
urement of insertion loss alone provides insufficient infor-· 
mation9 since it relates only the existence and not the cause 
of any losseso This lack of information is quite significant, 
since insertion· loss can -be caiised by either dissipative ab_, 
sorption of the energy by some elemen~G ( attenuation.) or large 
energy reflecti·ons a-'c son1e discontinuity o Therefore O to in-
sure that any observed insertion loss was truly attenuation 
due to field displacement 9 both the insertion loss and the 
return loss were measured for the ~aded waveguideo 
l\[eas~ri:qg ~yst~m.o The attenuation measurements were 
made by a straight substitution method. Since this same meth-






-- -- -- . ----- :: 
' I 
··-· - - -- - -----· - od was utilized to test a .. 11 ~,he subsequent filters, it vlill .· 
--------"·~-~~---be thoroughly expl~a:i11ed a:t·-tl1i'Sj poi1-1t and then -merely-1,'<)efer-- ·--··-~--~~~-~--··-,--; 
_,., 
red to for the remainder of this papero Due cto the large· :i 
I 
---.·--· ....... ·----------·-:·----------operating band (4~12 GHz) ·of the· harmonie····filte~, ·· two meas~------------------_.·-·-=:: 
. I 








• L - - - .. 
Figu1',)e 81) 11vas used for the 4(1::18 GHz freque11cy band o The os-
cillator9 levelerg filterp and first directional coupler 
provided the .waveguide section with a level inputo The re-
--- I 
., ____ -- mainder of _the ____ circui.t .. (1ipper p_ortion ___ in Figure 8) -. was __ used ________ -. ·-- ....... . 
for the detection and recording of the output signal (inser-
tion loss or return loss) o 
Prior to "the recording of any measurements, the os-
cillator was adjusted for sweeping from 4 to 8 GHzo For 
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. ..! . . . 
'I ~igure 8) was connected at position #1,and the empty wave-
------------- -· - guide section was inserted in .. Go the ·circuit as shovvno With 
the variable attenuator set at a minimum level of 5 db to 
---~---- -
isolate the generator 0 the output of the waveguide section 
• .. 
was ·plo·JGted as a function of frequencyo This v?as achieved· 
by feeding the output of the waveguide section into the Y 
axis of the 1CY plotter and the scan output of the oscillator 
into the X axiso The variable attenuator lvas then increased 
in steps of 5 db with a plot being made at each pointo · The 
result of these measurements was a set of calibration curves 
indicating the various levels of loss (db) present in the 
measuring c11~cui to .~ 
Another plot was then recorded with the variable atten-
---') --- -~~ - - uator set at 5 db {-zero, attenuat1on--ievel_)_9 __ ana---ffie--rossy di-
--
- - ~ 
electric slab inserted in the waveguide sectiono This plot, 
when compared with the calibration curves 9 indicated the rel-
ative insertion loss present due to the introduction of the 
dielectric slabo Hence, if this curve happened to coincide 
with the 15 db line at a particular frequency 9 the insertion 
loss at that frequency would be 10 db (5 db is zero attenu-
! . 







-· ation level) o 
. ·-· ~··-· ------~·---- ,I 
.... -·· ···- ~-·-·-··----·-----~ -· ,... . ... A-. -Similar tec-hn·ique ~ -was· fo·llowed for re·cording' -the •'re~ . I 
I\Hrdl 
turn loss- ca.,libration curves. . Iri this case the measuring 
'. -----·-----... ,,.:....= __ .. ___ ,, ___ ~~~irauit- ... (#2-). ---~mras ... _J:tonne_c t_e .. d,_ t_o ._the ....... second __ d.ii~e_c_t __ iQn_al ...... ~_O'tlP .. le.:r ________ ·-----~·--·--··---·-·--·-· . '
- ---- -·· --~- -
~ ---·-·-·-· -· .. ·-· -
~------
(#4). and a sl1.ort circuit was constructed at position #Jo In 
- 9 
----- add it io-n 9·· .J,he···-- minimtun l eve-1----.. ·on the vari ab I e ·a.>t;--t-e-nua.-to-1~-----i,ase.-----· .. -·---~~--:~~:.:.:..;~-=.;..~--~---=~ , 
_r_Ch_0S6l1 tO be 2 o 5 db p SillC6 the Signal had tO fiiake tWO paSS8S 
~ 
· throt1gh ~,he vari~ble atte11uato11) befoz~e reaching the detecting 
circuito For the same reason the variable attenuator was 
only :lincre~sed in steps of 2o5 db after each ploto After 
recording these curves~ the short at position #3 was replaced 
by the loaded ,nravaguide seotiono vVi th termination #1 matched, 
another curve~ indica"ting the relative return 1·oss as a func-
tion of frequency, was plotted. 
I 
. I 
.. . . ···~ -·-· --- -- ·- .. __ .... ··~· '. 
- --~~~---- ~ --·-··-··- ---------· ---.. -:-' -- ,--· ........ -.... . 
'. - ·..._ ·. "-·. ---..... · . ' __
 .._ __ .... _.... ·-~-~ .............. - . ' 
. 
-- . - . --·--- ·- -







- - - ·- -
--21-. 
. I 
The ,second measuring system, shoWll in Figure 9, was 
. 
-
- . . ~ -- ,.. . . . 
----~----- ~~ ~utilized, for measurements in the 8-12 GHz frequency ·range. 
This circuit is practically identical to the one shovm in 
Fig~e 8 9 except that the J band equipment used earlier has 
been replaced by X band equipment o W/i th the introduction 
of X band equipmentg special symmetrical tapers1 had to be 
used on either side of- the waveguide section (TH band)G 
B·esides providing transition f~om X band to TH band 9 these 
tapers insured that only the TE10 mode would be excited in 
the waveguide sectiono This latter characteristic was very 
essential 9 since field displacement degenerates rapidly in 
the presence of higher modeso The only change in the phys-
.-------,-~-~-i_c~l a~rrangement of the circuit components . was that the 





positions of the second directional coupi-er-·and--t-he-var1-
able attenuator were reversedo With this new arrangement 
the signal did not have to pass through the variable attenu-
ator twice before detectiono The actual measuring procedure 
was identical to that used for the 4-8 GHz case and there-
fore, will not be repeated hereG 
-. -· --:------~- ._---:-~----::-.-.-;;. __ · __ -·____ __ Experiment~l. Results. The insertion and return losses 
~~-~~ --~~~~ --were pl~tt;d ~~ ·:r~ctiOns ~f. fre q~~~~y -(4 ~ 5-70 5 Gfl,z) fGP 
slabs with rela"Gi ve dielectric constants, k = JOS> 85, and 
' ~· 
. 200c In each case the thickness of the ·slab vras chosen such 
. - ·-··--- -~------
_-=======:=~----------------------:-=·-=--- -tlfat ·the··- sla~b wo11J_d have · a e1 .. i tie al frequency -i11. the 5c::>7 GHz ______ ·________________ _ 
.. -·-
- ···- -··-. -·-·-·-· 
- -- - -- --
-~-- ________ . range o The resu~ ts of these measurements are shovm in Fig~ ________________________ _ 
-
• ••--.;.--;...--::..a;..-o.;•••>•-'-'•C..·.-· •. -, ' h•••• •···-" • ·-
,. --.. •- •"·-·····•
•"-•• •••••- ..• !: .... - ... 0,., •• ,,,,_ ··----- -•r ·······-~• ,- .•.•• , .•. .- .... ,..,._. ___ -,.,._. •• _..... ·• '·••••"••n• • •"-•""·•-"•"····•••••• 
•• • ·-
··- --------- ~res 109 119 and 120 The Clqitical pai~ariie-JGer·s of'"tlie:;,re~-----:.~:; ______ ~~-,~~-::.,~~c,-~ .. -''"-::;,c:,:;:.'· 
·""-
- - ---· -·-·-·-·-- ----- .. - ... ~~ --
sistive film used in each case have also been indicaJted in 
these figureso For easy comparison of these curvesi) the 
insert.ion losses for the three cases have been plotted on 
a single set of coordinates (Figure 13). 
1Th.ese tapers were provided by Bell Telephone Labor-
- atories in Allentown, Pennsylvania. · 
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.  
---- ·-----~-----. -------· .. - --
____________ .. __ ,, ______ - --- ----:7'----------·-~-;-·· - . 
•· 
_::;,._ . __ --- --==-, ===~========:::=::·r::=:::::::-===--'.Uh~~-k ~~,3ocs1ao=(F:tgi.tre-1or~naa -8 tliickne ss , -t·-·=-···o ~oa95n·;------- . ----' . 
and.consequently according to equation (la) 9 should have 
shO\Vll ajppreciaJble field displacement (attenuation) at for· = 
6.03 GHzo Although no insertion loss apeared at exactly / 
·f = 6003 GHz 9 theJ::e vvas greater than 15 db in the 6025=>7.25 GHz 
rangeo ·This uneven insertion loss had two very high peaks 
(28 db and 35 db) and two smaller oneso The larger peaks 
represent a very high _loss~ especially when compared with 
the rema.,inde1~ of the frequency spectrum 9 tivhich experienced 
a loss of less than 5 dbo This high insertion loss was ~c-
companied by a return loss of greater than 10 dbo It is 
especially interesting to note that at the point of highest 
insertion loss (35 db at f ~ 6093 GHz),· the return loss was 
even higher (approximately 20 db)o Based on these facts, it 
can be assumed that the aforementioned insertion loss was· 
true attenuation due to field displacement. 
Figure 11 illustrates the results for a slab with a 
relative dielectric constant, k ~ 85 9 and a thickness,t = 
0.053n o Al though the:t'i)e v1as no insertion loss at the calcu--
lated critical frequency, fer a 6005 GHzSJ some did appear_ 
at about f = 5o5 GHzo This loss took the form of a single 
. - ...... --~~~--·;~~: ~-~~- -- ·peak "1YiJGh a maxi,mum ·loss~of 28 db ·a.JIG f -~ '5o44 GHzo The higl:f--~- ~-·---~-·--:-'· - _-~-
return loss in this region (greater than1·10 db)· again in-
dicates that the observed loss was true attenuation rather ______ , _____ ---
-
r•- •-•-•··• --·----- • 
. 
. .J .. '' 
- ·-----···-··-·--··· - ·-·--·--···--·--"··~-·-· ----··· .................. :' . __ _.:.. ________ , - -- ·- . . .. - --- . than reflectionso 
r 
' 
___ ... :~·: t-.-- - -·--· -- ---- - .-""-·-'-=-~,.c __ . ___ , __ ._ .. _·The f-inal slab ,t-es-ted, (Figure -12) had a· relat-ive di-e---------------------~-- · 
lectric constant 9 k = 200 9 and a thickness 9 t = Oo 039", and 
as sttch should !1ave shovvn a-ttf:nuation a-t f g -5035 GHzo --As----------·-- __ --------·M-- .. -· 4 • ----- --··-·- -
in previous cases~ a large insertion loss was observed at a 
. __ .. _ value near the calculated critical frequency o In this case ,····-
__ u:'- ·---·---····---·--~---~-~- ---·"·- ·-- . 13. double peak Of greater tha.11 20 db Y\Y8S · detected at about 
-------- --· -------~-------- -r =. 408 GHzo The high return loss· in this region again in-· 
sures that this insertion loss was due to energy dissipation 
rather than reflections.· 
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'" 
, The above attenuation plots, in addition to the earlier. 
field plots 9 verified conclusively that field displacement 
does operate under the conditions of a lossy dielectric· slab. 
Simultaneous with this 9 it was also verified that the dis-
plad,ement te~hnique could be utilized to obtain frequency 
selective attenuation; ioeo strong attenuation over a certain 
frequency band and little or no attenuation over the remain-
der of the spectrumo Tl1is is the really significant result, 
since it indicates the plausibility of using this technique 
to design microwave filtgrso To provide added support for 
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-BAND ABSORPTION FILTER 
A band absorption filter is a".~evice which shows high 
' ~, 
attenuation over a certain frequency- band-; ·and esse~tially , 
no attenuation for frequencies exterior to t~is bando · Hence, 
1 t exhibits the property that it Vlfill pass all frequencies 
except those in the attenuating bando This filter 9 like its 
counterpai~t, the band pass filter, is characterized by two 
distinct cri tioal frequencies. ~- · 
.:. ... 
- ----- ..__ -~ -~- - - -
1. DESIGN OF A BAND ABS·ORPTION FILTER 
The design of a band absorption filter does not follow 
directly from the theory presented in Chapter III. At that 
time it was thought that a low pass filter would result from 
the introduction of a lossy, dielectric slab against one wall 
< 
of a waveguideo This statement was based on the assumption 
that the fields would remain displaced for all freque.ncies 
above the critical frequency. Howeveri) by observation of the 
.- I 
- " "" - --- - --- . . J 
----results shovm i-n Figuive lJ,· it becomes··appareif·t; .,that· this 
assumption vvas no.,c valido In these oases the attenuation 
-4ue to field displacement degenerated considerably after 0.5-
1. 0 GH~ o __ This tendency was observed for all the -filters de-
. - -
signed in this manner and the ref ore, may be considered as a· - -~-~:-=--~------
- characteristic of the deviceo 
Although these observations presently eliminate the 
-··--- ·--------------- -
__ ,_" --·"···"··· ___ ----~---- -·--·~--·--·--- __ --p-ossib ility of designing -lov;1 _ pass __ fil t.ers 9 they simul tane- 1 
.•• ---··-··· ..... ~.,., .. ,0-...... , ............... ,_., ... -.~-, ....... ~ ----··-· ·--- ... ' 
ously permi"'G the design of band absorption filter.a e The 
-- ----·---------------·---------------
' -
- ----- curves in, Figure 13 are indicative of a device chru:?acte1->ized 
-"- -·-----..-------- ,--
--- --by an absorpti.on band and tvvo critical frequencieso 1Ienee, 





- --· ----·--- .: 
- -----
·a band absorption filter 9 raJGhe1~ than a lov1 pass fil ~ter 9 re-
sults from introducing loss into the dielectric slab9 The 
only p1~oblem in designing such filters is that only tl1e first 
critical frequency can be calcula~ted by e·quation (la) 9 page 9 
The second critical frequency appears to be dependent only 
. ----·-·- --- . ..,...___ _____ - ' 
. ··-"----·----·· .. -·----.-., ..... ,. ... .:.- .. _ ---- .. ___ _ 
' 
,.;..;;.._.j.C' .. • - ' . 
-----·-··- ' ·---~-... .,,,_, ... ··-·· ",--. 
,"I I i 
•.r.··-· 
' . 
• • .. I ,I ,. 
- --- -----·-------- ---------- ----·------ ---- ·- - -·-·· ---------·-· ·------------------- .. ···-·----- -
. . 
. . 
-~· ., JO. _, 
~ - -OD--the-.---b~nd-wid-t-h--o-1--t-he absorption region, which presentl7 
-- . --------·-y--·--· 
. -
cannot be calculated. 
2. CONSTRUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION -
' . OF BAND ABSORPTION FILTERS 
~ 
Two band absorption filters were constructed using the 
procedure outlined in section one of this chapter. The proper 
wavegi1.ide loading for this type of filter is sho,m in Figure 14 . 
. Each filter was fabricated vvi th a k = 30 dielectric slab and 
a 50 ohms/squa~e piece of resistive filmo By.proper.choice 
-
·--- ---··--· --- --- --- -- --of the -slab thicknesses, the filters were constructed to show 
-·-,--.-· --
attenuation at different ends of the frequency spectrum (4ca 
12 G}lz)o Based on the chosen slab thicknesses of t = 00108" 
and t = Ooo52vv9 .,Ghe filters should have displayed critical 
frequencies of 5 o 00 and 10. 38 GHz. 
By the methods described in Chapter III, pages 17-21, 
·the. insertion loss and return loss were plotted for each fil-
ter with the results shovm in Figures 15 and 160 These fig- -
ures also ·-contain the calculated critical frequencies and 
the dimensions of the dielectric slab and resistive film used . . - .... . ' 
in each fil tero - .. . . - . --~-- .~ - . ..., ~, . --~-- --
By mere observation it is apparent ·that the insertion 
• - • • ... • . ,I 
loss in the critical regions is quite satifsfactory. For both 
---~~"--·-· filters the .i~ser~Gion loss was approximately 25. db (24 db. and 
28 db) in the absorption band~ but less than 3 db over the 
remaind~r of the frequency spectrumo The return losses of 
gre~ter than 15 db in the attenuating regions verify that the 
.. ,-------··-------------·-·----· ----- ' ----· - . ·------- - -- - --- - -----·- --- - -
. ·-· - -·- -- . - ·-·· -···· ·- -- . 
... ---
- -- -
- - - - ------- ---- I"-
than reflectionso The 25 db a~ctenua~tion in the stop band 
can be increased by replacing the res is ti ve films vd th a 
·homogeneous loss in the dielect1~ic slab~ A higher attenu- - -
ation can a~lso be obtained by inc:r')eaJsing the resistance of -
'· 
the slabo However~ this must be performed with extreme care, 
since a higher slab resistance will tend to reduce the field 
g.isplacement effect, and thereby may even result in a decrease 
- - -- ·-- _ .. ___ I 
•·· -- • 
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in attenuation. Hence, the value of resistance yielding · · 
optimtun attenuation must be determined and util·ized. Very 
D 
. 
lit~le can be done to reduce the small loss in the passbands, 
whi·ch is inherent in the device due to the presence of the 
lossy.material. 
... 
A second important aspect of these results·is- the ease 
with which the first critical frequency of the device was 
changedo In Figures 15 and 16 9 the critical frequenc~ was 
changed appreciably by merely varying·the thickness of the 
dielectric slabo It has been demonstrated earlier (Figure ,lJ) 
that this variation in the critical rrequency can also be 







In addition~ it is apparent that not only can the crit-
ical fre;quency be varied~ but its final position can be num-
erically determinedo One filter (Figure 15) supported this 
- - : ... ·.-·-f'l?.11 -,- • •. -· ~ -
-··-· -.... _ 
.. 
postulate very well by operating exactly on its calculated 
critical frequency of 5$00 GHzo The other filter (Figure 16) 
was. off by about Oe6 GHz, but even this is not too serious 
considering that the exact value of the dielectric constant 
at these frequencies was not l01owno The fact that the crit-
ical frequency can be varied in a simple and predictable 
' 
manner is one of the strongest -e,,ttributes of these filters. 
UnfortU11ately these . f0il ters. also exhibi te·d. t-viro rathe·r .. 
poor qualities~ namely 9 a narrow and uneven attenuating.re-
gion9 and wide transition balldso A more level attenuating 
region can be ob~tained by introducing better raatching~ more 
homogeneous lossg and higher quality diele~tric materials 
into tl1e design requirements a. Ho'Ut1ever 0 the.se improvements 
-~· -~ _,_ .... '· _._ --·-· - -----·--~-·_:_: 
will be of minimal value in vvidening the bandwidth of the-···--
--=-. ··-===-----~··--





able 9 two possible techniques for achieving this goal are· 'l, 
t O d h F O t J, h 
O b" 1 ° ~ 0 t f -0 thi men 1.one ere o 1.rs 9 G e poss1. 1.A-1 liY ex1.s s o using n ... . - -·-· -··------ ·-·-· -------··-----·--~ 
ner slabs to produce wider bandwidths 9 The plausibility of 
··· -this technique is based on the results shown··1n Figures 15 
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and 16. Second, a slab with a slightly higher or lower 
critical frequency could be placed ag~inst the other wall 
of .... the- ·wavegUideo It seems likely that these two slabs, 
.I 
working in conjunction with each other, will produce- a wider. 
bandwidth devicee 
The sharpness of the transition between the pass $.tld 
-· > 
stop bands can be increased slightly by introducing a slab 
with a higher dielectric constant (See Figure 13)o .Hoivever, 
~ 
wi¢J.e ·tran~i tion bands are a characteristic o:f ''t.his type of 
device, and as such cannot be improved to any large degree. 
; 
The presence of these wide transition bands merely limits 
, 
the use of these filters to cases where the undesired fre-
, 
quencies are considerably different from any signal frequen-
• cies. 
": 
. ·•. ---- ·--· -,-.-: -:· --. 
--- ------
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-CHAPTER ._V 
HIGH PASS FILTER 
1.-. 
- --· - - -- . 
The .. high pass filter is a devic.e which will pass only 
those frequ~ncies which are above its critical frequency., .. 
Therefore 9 this filter shows very high attenuation for fre-
quenc·ies below the critical frequency and very low attenua-
tion for frequencies above it.,) 
1. DESIGN OF A HIGH PASS FILTER 
.. . - . --~ ·- -- ------ - ---- - -
i, 
It has previously been shown ·in Chapter III that a 
waveguide loaded with a full height dielectric slab (against 
one wall) exhibits the property that the power is propa'1gated 
in different parts of the device for different frequencies. 
For frequencies below the critical frequency~ the power prop-
agate,s mainly in the center of the waveguide g while for fre-
_.,., 
qu ·:6.cies above the critical frequency, the majority propagates 
i the dielectric slabo Since the propagation at low frequen-
_ · i~s is very nearly the same as propagation in an empty wave-
. . . 
____ __ _ ·. _ .... guide, the -nedeasary high loss at these frequencies can be 
" ~ . ~. . . 
obtained by placing a thin, resistive vein in the center of 
____ ·_ the waveguide o · This center vein vvill cause strong'· attenua-
- - . ... .. . . -· .r ·- - - _., 
. tion fo~-;11· fre quenc-ies--be'iovi· the cri t1cal :frequency S) v1ith----~-~----- -~---~ 
out appreciably affecting the ~igh frequehcy propagation in the 
. . 
low loss dielectric slab.- Therefore, a waveguide loaded in 
this manner (Figure 17) will display the characteristics of 
' . 
T ' • .• • ~ ' • • ·- •. •-<. • ~ -~===--- a -high --- p·ass - f-il-t·e-I!.----------~------------------------ ____ . .· 
~ 
- - .. . -.~------------. _______ ____.:__. ___ ··----------~- -
--- -
. -- ~ --, ·--···- ... ---- . --- -
2. CONS-TRUCTIQN- AN~D--rEXPER.IMENTAL---VERIFICATION __ 
- •. -· - . , ..... ,- 1, 
• ··• •-·-• •· ,, .. ,,n•~- • • •-' •··-~•'-,.,· ;, • ,•,..._,,,_,,.._,,..,.._ _ .,,._,..., .• ••·• -•·' • • •" -, ,,. 
OF A HIGH PASS FILTER 
-• .. , •• •< • •• • ·-•' ••- •••• -· •• 0 . ·-·,-•C.-. • --·- .... - ·--•n•-.-----·-··,. ·- -~·-·" "• ... -~-F ~ 
1·. ,, ',," ,. • ' 
Due to the fact that the dependence of the critical 
frequency on the thickness and dielectric constarit of the 
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.. 
was constructed 9 as explained abovei with a k = 30 dielectric 
slab and a 80 ohms/square piece of resistive filmo Since the 
dielectric slab had thickness 9 t :g: 000895'00 the filter had 
a _theoretical critical frequeney of·6o03 GHz. 
· The filter was tested by measuring the attenuation as._ 
~ 
a. function of frequ_ency 9 as explained in C.A,,:apter III, pages 
. . ~.-:· 
16-21 o The results . are again displayed in the form of inser- .,. 
., 
tion a11d return loss plots (Figu1P;)e 18) .•. The physical dim-- __ ·-·-~··-·---···· 
-·~·-·-· -
ensions of the slab · and resistive film have also been included 
in this figure.o As can be seen from .these cu~ves 9 .. the. r~~- __ · ---------~····------' 
----- .. . 
sul ts fo:r this fil.,cer 1ivere excellent o The attenuation of 
40 db for the stop band and 3 db for the pass band are quite 
acceptable for ·most microwave applicationso 
It is also very encouraging to note the flat, broad 
bands. that 'ltrere obtained in both regions (p.ass and stop). 
This is especially important 9 since the band absorption fil-
~er displayed a very narrovir and uneven attenuation bando In 
addition 9 the critical frequency appeared to be within about 
0.1 GHz of its c.alculated value o Actually the measured and 
c·alculat;ed values may very \vell have agreed exactly 9 but 1 t 
I 
. . I 
I 
--·--------- -•·----~----- ;1 
I 
.. I 
--------.:....____,___, was -impossi_ble to determine ·from the available data (Figure 18). 
....... ---·-- ----- --- ··--
I 
I 
I The VtJide transition ha.rids present .in the band ·abso1vption~ ·-····--:--: '···-·· :, 
·-···-··-~ ... ----_-- filters were also deteeted in the high pass fil te1~0 As men..~-----~-~----------- -- · ~ ,: 
- -~-~------------- tioned ea1~lier -'chis is a characteristic of "'e;his class of 
filters and can only be reduced to a small degree. 
. . 
..... - • 1 
·-· -·- ·---· ------ ... ----------- ~-------- ··-·-·-·-------·-·--·-···-·~-- ----~·--· ----- -------- ------~-----
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' HARMONIC FILTER 
l. DEFINITION 
.(''•·I 
;;-• A harmonic filter has.the interesting property that it 
. 
w111· pass a fundamental frequency without loss 9 but will 
__ -~_trongly attenuate its herrmonics e These devices have be-
-e-ome quite impo1~tant · and _necessary P since there are many 
practical situations in which the appearance of harmonic 
__ __5' ----- --- ·-
- - - · ----- - frequencies will be very -detrimental to the operation of· 
the systemo Since this filter is generally designed to at-
tenuate frequencies quite differen_t from the signal frequency, 
the use of the field displacement technique would definitely 
seem appropriateo· This statement is based on the fs"'ct that 
the only serious disadvantage with the field displacement 
filters designed to date has been their wide transition re-
gions. 
----~----------
2. --THEO.RETICAL DESIGN OF A HARMONIC FILTER 
At first glance the design of a harmonic filter would 
simply seem to require the insertion of an appropriately 
,, 
-~..:----~---~-::.-.. ---~~--;_--~-.chosen be.nd abso1")ptio11 fil te1~ at the l1arymonic f:r»equency. . ··-··-··--··- ~.._:. _ _.... ... "···--
_______ ---------------.------ -However 9 comp-lications arise due to the fact that the fiel.d-. 
di'splacement occurs only to a small degree for modes hi,gher 
than TE10 o This means that for proper attenuation the first 
harmonic should be be low _.che cu .. coff fre quen~y _ of __ ~l?,e _ '11E20 
; ., 
modeo If the fundamental is above the TE10 cutoff fre= quency 9 as it must be for propagation~ its first ha1~111onic 
-
-- - - -- - - - -
-----------
----~-~~"~--·--·wf1I natura11y ··be ·····ao ove······ the · .. TE2(). ·· moa.e· · CutOft · :rre·CJ.U.~tciy; ana.-· -- ~-__ ---__ ----- -----
~--- -- - -- - --~ 
.... «.- .. • very little attenuation 'vllill resul--to Hence 9 some me~chod must · ··----·,··----
be devised to v~lden the region between the cutoff frequen-
--- -cies ~ such tha.,G botl1. the fru1damenJ'cal a11.d Jche· first harmonic ~, 
will propagate in the TE10 modeo Then, a simple band ab-
sorption filter can be utilized to attenuate the first harmonic • 
. , ... · --- .-·-··-------- -- -.---··' 
•- .. ------•, ....... --···• --- ... .- ·-·, ·•' .. ·-•- - ---· .. : , :'.'. :··.-:--; .. ~-. --c-,----···-:·---~-:- . •: ' ·-,---•- ..-r:-'-.J ...• .- __ ,._ ., . .c. .. :~~-;:.:;·:,,,:,;·_;..;:.:.;.. ·-·:. -- ..• ";.:._~:;:.. ·• ··- :;.;_c··; ... ·.·."-.. - . . . . ·,. · ... ·. ··. .. •. ·. -- , ·-- - . . ... ··--.', ...... _ ..... · .. ·--; .·· -~ -- .-'·····-... '--····.-·. - . ·•-• --•·-·-· ·-· .' _,,.,·__...._. ·--·-•--•-·-····-···· ~,._ .... :.~ ......• · .. ------- ... · .. -.... , . -·"-.·-·-····----.' ··--:···· · . ."-····-..,-··· .-··-···. -·- •· , .... , ···• ··---- ....... -·- . -. ------ ....• ·--.-. ----• 
. 
' " 
. - - ·- ... -
' . 
. ' . . ...... -. . 
.. -- .. -·- -
-·· -· .. ····----· - ----·-··-·-
·-·- -- ··-·- --- - ----- ---- -
·- -~- -- -- ... -.-•---·- ---
The design and ope.ration of a harmonic filter are· pest 
. . 
. .. - ·- ~-~· -··~-~ 
.. - - . -~------- ····--·----------------··-·----- ..... . 
.,. 
. - . 
explained with the aid of Figure 190 The desig11 procedttre 
begins 1tvi th ,an· empty viravegu .. ide 9 -v11hich has a TE10. cutoff 
frequency belovv tl1e fundamental frequency~ as snovm in Fig-
ure 19=lo. In this figure fs = f 2 o ftmde.mental frequency, 
2fs = r4 = first harmonic 9 and fc
10and fc20are the respec-
tive ,cutoff frequencies for the TE10 and TE20 modeso Th~ 
first requirement of this filter is that the first harmonic 
mqst be below the cutoff f~equency of the TE20 modeo This 
can be acc.omplished by using an appropria:'Ge metal i.J11edge to 
reduce the effective width of the waveguide, and thereby 
raise both of the cutoff frequencieso Figure 19~2 illus-
trates the effect of using an appropriately chosen metal 
· wedge. 
·-
Unfortunately now the fundamental frequency is ·\··below 
the TE10 mode cutoff and therefore, will not be propagated. 
Howeverg by inserting a thin 9 high dielectric constant slab 
in the center of the wa~eguide~ the TE10 mode cutoff fre~ 
···-· - - -- - · quency can be reduced without affecting the TE20 mode cutoff · - - ··- · 
frequencyo 1 By appropriately choosing the thickness and 
dielectric constant of this slab 9 the TE10 mode cutoff fre-
quency can be reduced ,to any desired value· below the fun-
~ --- --- . . .. .. - ·- .. - --· ·- -- ..,_ ___ -- - _ .... ~-... ----·· -
-· · · · · -· "·---··-- ·· -- · -·· · ·· ·· dame·nta1··· frequency Q- · • 
By inserting both a metal wedge and a dielectric slab, 
the cutoff frequencies of the waveguide can be adjusted so 
that both the fundamental frequency and its first harmonic 
_will propagate in the TE10 mode (See Figure 19c:,:)3). If a 
lossy dielectric slab 9 designed to attenuate at the har- -
monic frequency 9 .f 4 i> ia novv placed· along t·he free ·s·ide----,,-:r--·-·· 
-------~~~-~~the· ,vave·guide ~ a ha:r1nonic··---filter will -resul to · ·This-.. --harmonic--· 
fil te1~ 1,vill have the follo\ving characteristics (See Figm~e 19-4.): 
(1) cutoff frequencies for the TE10 mode and TE20 mode at 
1vartanian, Ayres, and Helgeseon, loc. cit. 
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f 1 arid r5. reepeCfiVelY, ~\2J pl'opagation o:r~ffie funaa.me:nta1~~·· ~~­
fre qu:ency 11 f 2 11 and ( J) attenuation of the first harmonic l) f 4 .~-·---~--·-·--·· 
• 
t:' From the above discussion it can be ascer~tained that a 
~nowledge of the properties of a waveguide loaded with two 
full height dielectric· slabs would be quite beneficial in 
the designing of harmonDic fi·l ters o Due to the lack of. lit-
erature discussing this case 9 the results ,h·ad to be derived 
.independently. By rigorous :application of field 'theory, the · 
propagation constants and cutoff frequencies for a waveguide 
loaded with two dielectric slabs positioned as in the harmonic 
· filter were derivedo With these results it was hoped, to cal-
culate the parameters of the dielectric slabs necessary for 
c__ __ _..c:..___...;___.--'mf-9-V'i-mum f-i·e l d-·-di-sp l·a-cement o---------irhe-s-e -par·ame·t er s are--e s pef c ia11·y ....... ~-
important in the case of the center slab, since a high center ,, 
loading will completely destroy the field displacement. 
.,..,A-•·\ 
! .I 
3. PROPAGATION CONSTANT 
FOR DIELECTRICALLY. LOADED V/AVEGUIDE 
The approach to this problem will be to first derive 
the general result for a waveguide loaded with t,vo full 
.. 
,-·· __ --~---,~----,------····---height dielectric slabs (Figure 20) and then specialize 
these results for the case of a harmonic filtero The basic 
. development of the solution is the same as previously used 
. 
----~----
~ . ;, . 
.. -···-···---------·-----· ---- --- __ .. ·... . 2 .. ·--· -------,:·------ . 
by N. Eberhardt. 
General .'J:p.~or:r 
Asswne E-field solutions exist· of the form: 
---~--------------- _, __ 
_______ .. ~· 
-------- -
= propagation constant 
!No Eberhardt, "Propagation in the Off Center E-plane 
Dielec·tricaJlly Loaded vVaveguide, n {unpublished Bell Tele-
phone Labora~tories Memorandu_m for File ffNTI!I 65-2631-7), 
September, 1965. Released for publication. 
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Using' the product solution method, the following ~o~ can 
) 










Ey = A sin p,,. x 
Ey = B sinf3/ x + C cos/JI( 'x 
E y = D si ri 8./x + E e,os(3x''x 
Ey ~ F sin /3/'1 (o..-x) 
- ---···-·· ··-- -- ~----~-----l 
where: /3x J.s are the transverse propagation constants_. 
· ··· ···· ···· · ·~· · Ii$alizing that 'to = jw"·E.J.<o' (unbounded space propaga.t,ion 
constant) and substituting equations (3a-d) into (2), the 
following relations are obtained: 
_ (4a) 
~--
. - .. -.... --.. . - -(4 b ) . 
I 
.I 








~ {3:' 'l. -= "lf '2- + w.,_ €.o ).{o .. C 
: !] 13:'1 2. = ¥'2. + wt. K-i. €0).(..0 [ 




(4a') fj'l.'1 :! ya+ W.1 €0.,U.o .~c-==-.=·--==-=-=·-=----------·----·--· :j 
-!.. ·--- '. . - ...• ,.-., --.-..- .. "'-'--'• • • • . . ........___, __ ..__ .. _ -
;'1 - -.--· . . . ..•. _, ···--. ....•• 11 
--.. ----··--·--- . {4b-'-) ---·----=-~~---··-fjx'i. ~. · 1~ +- W°' I<.., Eo).A.. ~ ··········· · · ·-· ----~----- · :j' 
;~ 
-· . . -· ( 4e' ) (3:''z. -:::. t?. + wt Ka. e~ )..( o ... ·············· ! 
-Cc.·. . ·---··-- -·• •·-·--•- ·-····•·-··-···- • ••• ·--
-- - --------•-·------~ 
· • .... · .. .. ... · • ..... : ... ···-··-·· .. L•·• .. , .•. · ·· ... ,, .. _ ,· · .·fflh· ·ere -l>o .. -e-· · --:t-·-·-h---e-·· .. E · .f,. ,·."1"'""e"~=1•-s,d, -s--'=~----(--'3··-··a·. . d-···r· -·,c~=bcc·.·-···e·····-·,,c~~ ··om···e· =.=-- ---==---------· ~--==.=~- j 
:~--cc,,,-,·.,-,···-·-·- ._. _- ·~·-~. ·.-- " ----- •e -- J,;- ·.· . . .L . • . f - - . . .. . • ·o 
D 
=~--:-·-------~--- , _____ .... · ·------(3~_-, __ ) __ · · __ ·- · __ R~~g.ion. _ ~=-- - _ Ey = A sir"\ ~x X .. ·. · . 1 
···-----···----·- ----- -·- -------·-------
' 
·-·············· (Jb') Region II: ·Ey = B sin ,B/,<. + C co$/3.'X ··· ----.~~--~-~---·---~. · ::--~- .:. ' 
-"--~·.·•.•·· .. · ...... _-·•·--·~- ., ...... ~··:·% ...... ..... , ............ _ ... ' - .. '. ., ..... ' 
.,, 
---· . ----·--·· ·--···--·-- ---·-· -.-_-.. _(~~--~-2 ______ 1:!!~!~n m: ___ ······· ... ~Y : 
--------·----- ___ ---······· .. .. ( .3 d ' ) Region IV: E y :::: 
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C 
D sin f3..~x + E __ e-o${a .•. X -·-·----~-------·--·--------··-
F s i "' /3 ~" x 
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K, 1 K~ = relative dielectric constants of slabs 
' 
· - (., · { = normalized slab thiekn.ess, 1 
' l 
,, 
S:.. = normalized slab thickness, 2 a... 
KQ.. = w-leoJ<:°' = normalized frequency 
,. 
·The transverse propagation constants are also normalized as 
follows: 
\ From (4a'-c'), the following equa~ions can be derived: 
(5~) ,, i lf) -= ¥2- -1- wa €0 }.to ,. 
(5b) 
~2f~)2::. ~'t.+ wt. k1 to.Mo 
(5c) Ct )2.. :::. ~-z. + W'l \l.i. '=o )..(o 
In order to solve for all the unknovms, both the electric 
, 
\ 
and magnetic fields must be equated at the boundaries. Henc~ 
.. -.~·-·····c-~"~------~~-~-·~- ___ t~e Z=CQ!llpOnent Of .. the _fl-field .must _b_e. de~iye~ •. r~(?m th~ ___ ,_ . --h·-·--~,.·~·--
.J 
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-H! :. j W~o A t COS : X 
H, =-j w~0 ~@sin~)(- Bcos 1-f\ ~ 
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(6Q) 
(6d) 
. . -- - - - . - --
-· .... ' -.-
H - I r ..t:.. · i!' =-j W,Mo C Fc.os C. (o.-x) 
Continuity of the :m-field -at the air-di~lec~rie. boundarie-s 
requires that: 
(7) 
.. -··--····· ----· . · .. --. -· '.·; 
B sin Zf- ( d + r) + C c-os ~l d+f) = D sir, f( d+F)+ E cosf {d+f) (8) 
(9) -- ---~- - -nsil'"\ f {a+f+b) + E cos~(dtt+b) = F sin r 




-A~ cos p= 2~ -~ sih ~<I- Scos~d] 
-~~ s·;n ~ (d+f )-Bcos '(d+;j= f [_E s~n-£ ld+fl-Dco.sl!r{d+~ 
i Esin f(d+-f+b)- Dcosf ld+f•b) = f F c.os r 
' 
....... , . ., ___ -~-·; ...... -··· . .............. .... -· .. 
· Solving (7-12) simµltaneously, the _follovving -v~lues .... are '.·"t-1- .• •. · . .-: t ... -----..- .... - """·''-'"---'•--s-.... ·,, - ··, . · . • .. · · ·• •• , . • · •• • • ·• • • ' · ·· -.... 
obtained for.the unknown coefficients (assuming A= 1): 
____ .. _________ : _ --~1?) ...... ····- B =- ~in p sin Ill(" + 2~'a cos p cos J _ . ~~:-----
~ · - ·- •.•.. _· .... r14r- __ -~. --~=·-- (;~=Ei r) p cos~ ..... t;d cos p sin~ .c. ··---~---·.· 
- - .. - ····-·· --·- -- -~-.. - . -----
~-------:----~ 
··-··· .... - _ ... _ (15) ........ _· .. -· ----~~-F G,ir"\"X:.~1~-cf- ~-co_~-X. co~~ . = -~= ___ :_.:..:~..:....:..:·_....:=::..·. __ _:__ __ 
. - . 
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Substituting equations (13-16) into (8) and (11) res~ectively, 
results • in: 
---- ----···-- , .......... :- --
-- (17) 
- ··-- ·- ------------ - -- .,.... '. .... 
- . 
•- ,_-., .. •,· •••-•.---,,.----.~.·.:.=-·-·,c• 
(18) . ~ sin p ~in 2.9, - cos p .cos 2, F = rp 
- si"' 'X st" pb ·+ pc. cos-X- cos ..a..b. · d r-d ~
By equating (17) ·and (18) and performing certain algebraic 
_ transformations, the final result for the propagation cons-
tant can ·be obtained: 
i .. 
- -- - .. - ... - -- . . . - . ,.. ......:.- .... .. - -. - -- -,. 
- - - - -...... -- . 
- -·- - -- . -- - " . - . - . - . -\. ·-· . -
1 
' 
·-·--··- - .·,· . ·----------·,--.,-·· - .. ,;, .... ;-~ - .. -- -· -·=··.. . . -~ - - -
---·-- .- - _____ :~-----·-~ _ ____:, _______ ... ---- ___ ..,. _____ - ·····--··- -·-·· ------ ----,.···-- .... ·-·~---··-···-·-------··--- -·-··-····---···· ...... -·-· - - -- - - . ·-··· --· ·-· . -· ... ·- ·- --· -· ..... - .... 
.. (1. 9) ·· ~ ~r, C ~ = · "i.- G A" K ta.~ r 
~-- --------~-c----------~ - - to. n r + G A . 
-K---
~----------:.~-- . --..-·· 
. 
---·. --- ·--·--·-· i .. -
-----------------------· - -





















• •'• ' ... ·••••·'-· •· •• ""'-"." •..• ,.·, ... ~, Of< °'"'''°' '•:: ~. ~ -- ~""'--.~--: :,,_~•-· •" _,_.;s.~ .. ~;, ... ,, . .-. ., .. , ........... ., ..... ,, . ._, .... , ... · .·,.,.,;,,".._::,,,.: .. ;·.•.·.,.L_.,·,_.,...,,.,-.,-,....-,._...,........,..........,_ • .-..,._,~,, .. _,.-__ ._.:...,.,.,.--...,_,,_, .._~•~• ,.·. • - . -•-
'•. 
,·nc"···•r• ·- ....... ·.,,,••·:.?.'.,....•'""_'_-• .,_.,....,,. -- ·~·~-,-~--• ..,....\",,.._. ·,;~.r,;.,~l;,v. -· --'-· •• -•-
- . 
- - - -------
-·- ----- ---
.. 
-- --- -- --
-- -- -· -
- - -
. --~--- ----······-· .... 
---· - - -
.. ---- - ---
. - - . '.,.. 
---------------·- -




A"= G si.n p sin 29e- cos f? c~s 2~, 
... -· · Gs1hp cos'2tt+cos p s1n2q, 
--~- ------ - - -··-· 
. 
- .. - -- .... ····-,·-·--·----- ... ---· ~--- -----
--- ------- -·-·· ----- - ---·------··----------·----·--·---- --- ---
-
-·· 
-- ------ -------··--·----- ----. -
. - -·---· -·-------·· ,---~------· --····- . . - ... • \-
' I 
,, 
- - ---~---· -- - -- -·--- _\ 
- -- - -······ _______ ....._ ___ ·------·---······-------,.--;------------------------
- -. -···-- .· -·--- .. -·.··--------.----4~----~-------------·-----·- ... ' . 
- _·----~'----"~~ ..... -~ .... ..,.-=--c0·--··--·_,_-
- -.::· .:_....:..._ _--' :___, -.- .- .-:'~-=-""'''~=:.: -. =i.,~:"''='--"'"~"'."..:·:-"~'"-=--. 2:~, =•~:• "'..':.._ ___ -- ---=-~'-: ~---_--_ --·=:.:::::......~---,----_---·---------~~·-----.-~-= _ _: :_:· ···-_-- ·_ - e~:____;_---:-'-_:-_=--=-=:=c.-=--..::-:::·_-~-:__. - ... -
' 
Cutoff Frequency. 
The cutoff frequency of a waveguide is defined as the 
frequency at which ¥ = o. Using this fact and equat_ions 
(4a) · and (4b): 
----·- -------~-~-~( aO}--~-------·-·•-- - - -~ ..Jf d + Pc-·--- .. ·------- - ·-· -----------------·-----~---~ 
·-' 
' . 
' Again using 't = O in conjunction with (4a) and (4c): 
(20a) 
Substituting these relations into equation (19) yields the 
following result: 
(21) 
__ . _ Solying this equation for p0 , one can obtain the cutoff 
--- · . frequen~y by: .- · . 
__ .. __ ............... -p,.a .. --.----~.-c.---·--7"··· ..... ~,. ·-·- - --· ........... - -·- f • __ -. ~ • ·~-·- _. -"'--··----'---'..-:. ..... - ..:... .... ~~ .. _.__.._u . .:r-...flL..-.~,,..~~-·-::..--~~~· -.-· , . 




, Harmonic Filter. - - - -- ------ ·-· 
-
-----~---· 
- The derivation on the preceain~ pages was quite general 
and only ass tuned the ·position of . one slab (against th~0 wall 
. I 
of ·the t1Vaveguide) o For the special case of ·a harmonic filter, 
i 
several O"ther conditions e~ist which may simplify the equa .. 
l=::::=-·-·===---=====--=======~~;c;.t·i·ons·,t~,--,,···Th·e-se··-·,cotrdi_t_i .. ot1ef are::_-~ · __ , ----- ·- -~-------------------- ----------------------------- ,., 
...... _:-_ : ... _____ ; .; -- : ··--··-:·- .... - ... -~-·---- ....... ,' .- ... ·-- ' __ .!·--· -- .... ··-- ___ : .. _ 
- ' .. 
• . c -,· ,-,,.-r.•.-,-..-,-. ,.._,,_~, • .-,.,., ,._.,...,,..,..,,c • --,.•, • ~ •~- '- ••••r•••"" .. ·,. , • 
-----·-------- -·-·-
··· ····(l). Both ·slabs are very thin relative to the· width· ot··· --···~~-·-··--·~·-·····: .. ··"··· .. ·· 
·the 11vaveguide (ra.}Gio ~ 1/50) • 
.. ~-- ---- -· -- - -·-
- ------ -- -·-
,,~., '" ~I • . ' 
(2.) The second sla~b is located exactly in the middle of 
• 0 • -••••...._ - -H••---·-•·••·••• • • ~- ••---••-- the waveguide (b = d). ,, 
~~-- - ------------ -
>. 
1:.,~·- - - -
!.·· 
------.·-. -, ,._..,_ --"'···"--·-·-------------- -- ·-···-···· 
- . . 
.. -- - - ·------ ------- - ___ ., ____ - ------------ --






- ------- ---- ,_ -- - -- -- -- -- .. . ·-·-











Utilizing these special conditions~ the equations for the 
propagation constant and the cutoff frequency simplify to: 
---·--.---·-------··--·--------- .i:---- - _- ----·------·- - - ·--
,· 
- , 1-GA''K-t:o. .. fl r 




K-= r-d pc G= ~id 
-- --------
.• 
• • A'= G srn p sin 2s.- cos p cos 23 
--------~ 
_-:.,_._·. ..;:_·' . _ .... 
- -- ---- G s 1· ~ p ~o s.,, a + co c:. p c ,· n ~--a--------------· ---
-,---- ________ · · · .. ----'-'--· -------------- r r C..: \} ~ "-' -~ 1) 
. _,r;-i J- . ~ ,I! ' 
-. r.:-a C p -y "' "Co. n E!:; 1..0.n = p, -t-.../k, ki. to.n -Yl\1. Co: G . - . . I L.. _£ 
.L Po b _J_ d -ifki1 to..t'\ pc+ 'to.n ~ f pc 
-....o.n a = . . ·.· .. ~ ~h -Ji<i'c.p, + -{f ...JR;°'~o."' Pcto.n"§f Pc. - I 





----- -· -------- - --
- :. .... ~ .. -
. ·' ·"·. {\< ) + . . - - . . ..... . 
.......... . . .. . ,_ -·-·- .• . . . ~- ,,. .... . oc. 
. ----· ~•u---•---:--v ',;~ ._,;--··• ·-· .,..· .,.-,.,·~-. • ·,• ·•-~•·-- . • ... •' 
·-···- ····-···· ·-·--·--------···--·--·-·---------------------,----- ·------ -··--··· 
--~---· 
-_-·.·a·, •r -- • • - • • -transcendental equations, which can only be solved on a com-·· - ' . ---
- . -- - -
-. ;· .-",·-··· ---- -,. -- -- ----
putero _Since time .,vas limited 9 the cons"'truction and testing 
of a -harmonic filter were deemed more worthwhile than the L----__,_....,.....-~-----~--------- ---------- - -------- - - - .. .... .. -----·------······---~- ··----- - -------- ---~- ------~ 
analysis of these equations. 
... . . . ' . "·--
_,,~, ' ........ -~..,..., ....... -~.,,_~..,, ......... .__,_,,_,,,.,...., ..... -............ ,~,-.... -, 
,,, 4. PRACTICAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT!O],lf . .OF·A·HARMONICFILTER······· ····--~····-
. •t . . : 
•I 
Wlien constructing a harmonic filter without the benefit 
:~_- __ · __ _____________ ·.-------of the aforementioned solutions 9 one must rely heavily on a 
c.., basic knowledge of microwave circuits. In this case the 
(' 
-------·-----
----------·----- -- - ---·-··· 






. .. -:~----- ",. -.-.:~--following rules should be adhered to as clo·sely''~ as possible. · • ,·-•.-...,"-·--'"-·=·--'-·-·-------- .. --·----·· -- -- -·-----·. --
First,. the wav~guide should be chosen such that the thinnest 
possible me~Gal vvedge can be utilizec.lo By using a., tl1in v1edge-,---· -~- --·-----· 
- ~-- -----;;- -----
_the discont;inui ties and hence 11 the r.eflections in the wave-
guide vdll be reduced considerably. For this same reason 
both the metal wedge and the 'dielectric slabs should be ap~ · 
·propriately taperedo 
The second 9 but probably most important considerati~n, 
is that the center slab be made as thin as possibleo The 
advantage of a thin slalJ is ·that it minimizes the loading -~ 
of the wcrveguid~e, ru.id thereby has a very small effect on the 
displacement of the fieldso With high center loading of the 
waveguide, the field displacement technique no longer func-
m tiona properlyo According to Vartanian3 the decrease in -----------·~----· - - .. -
, ...... 
cutoff frequency is direc·tly proporJcional t.o the thickness 
I 
of the slab o The ref ore 9 tl1e diff ere nee between the fre quen-
c ies f 1 and r3 in Figure 19~4~ must be made as small as pos-
sible. This requirement implies that the waveguide and metal 
wedge must be constructed so that the TE10 mode cutoff fre-
quency9 f 39 will be just slightly larger than the fundamen-
tal frequency, f 2 (in Figura 19=2). Then, the center slab 
can be made very thin 9 and the loading that it introduces w111-- .- ' ,. - . -- ·--~··"-'-· _., 
-- ' 
not appreciably affect the opera·tion ·of· tl1e at·te11uating -·s-1 .. ab.-·- .... , .. _ ...... ----- ·"··: 
Since the cutoff frequencies of a waveguide can cur~ 
rently be designed vu-ith a greater degree of· accuracy than 
the critical frequency of the attenuating slab~ the harmonic 
:, ______ ......... -- ------·--c-------·- filter viill be designed around the attenuating region of the 
- - --·--· -
- ----.,---·--·· ·-···-· ---,- . 
_ _ ----·-------d±e-lectri-u ·slab o The ·slab chosen· to pe1:,~~~ ~l:l-~---·at~ten~atioz;!__ --------···--------~----·---
-~-- -· - · · had a dielectric cons .. tant 9 k. = JO~ and a thiclcness 9 t ~ 00052 11 • 
The other critical dimensions of the dielectric slab and _the .--------~-==.=.-. ----------..... ·------- ---.-- -- ----- .... ------ ----·- ·-·-----------" .. . . - ·~-------- " 
. r .. e.s1· -Stl.0 -V-e· . .P1° lm-· _o"Vl>e 6 h·O· ,~rr-1 i·n·· ·Fl.0 gu·r· ,e. .·2· /'jla·o· . S_:i nc·e· +hi" ·s s· 1·ab .ha·d __ -. _ ----.. ·----- -,~--~,___ ··, - · ---·---·- -·-------~ ,. -·.... · ~ ~ g w v .a., Q 'u:.L V 
•.,.~ ~ .. -. - -- ---- --- l. 
-- ··---~~-~---·--,---- - already -- been utilized as a band absorption fil te1P) (Figt11~e 16, .... :.::-- :,:--
page 33 ) 9 it was knovm to have strong attenuation at a fre-
, 
quency of 9o77 GHz. Hence, it was assumed that the first 
lvartanian, Ayres, and Helgesson,' loc. cit. 
-,-.- --·-·····--··-------------·-
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- -- -------------- --·. 
Slab and Resistive Fi Im 
0.78 11 
2.Q II I .5 11 
0.78 11 
- -- - ' -- . -,-r"" - ~ - -
0~75 ti 
----------------~-~- --- -----·· ' ~-------------- .--- ... ,._-- .. ··-··--·---·------·--·-- --- --·--.. - - ' ' ··-----------.-- --- - -------- --------·-------··· 
----------·-· -- ·······---- ----------------- -.-·. .- . ·-- .----,---- .. - .·------ .••. -~~ .. _____ .. --------------------·-
b. Cent er 0 i e I e Ctr i C. st Ob 
0. 7811 
_....,.----r~----------------5-.0-.-. ---_-._ -. -------_J-[ __ ---~ 
.: - ·.~ .. :.· _,, _____ .. '--~· ---~-- ·-- .. _ _- __ --· .. . ... ·_ ··--- .......... .. . ·· .. ------,.. - ..:. ·--'-· -.· - __ ., ......... __ ;,-:.:.- - · .. ..:. ..... ·: ·- __ ,_,, ___ .. ,_ · .............. -·-· ·----.. -·- -
c. Metal ···- J; Wedge 
---------:-----
-------~--_...:....:-------t-- ---·-. --...l~- ---------·- - -· --- -- --------· -- I. 5 
. ------- --- . 
---:~ ··---:--···--·-··-- ---.... ::·;::.--:_'."--. . . ... - ----........ -----------,,.--------------------,----~--------.. 
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. . ................. ,.._,...., ..... - -,- ... ------, -,·-
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FIGURE 21 
------ .--.--·-- .. ---------- --------·- --
HARM-ON IC ·FILTER COM-PONENTS 
..... -··---. 
---- ______ ... ,. --- - - ' 
-- -~-·-·· ·--·-- --··--·----··· . 
- ·--- .. --- -- ... -- ----·· ---~ -
·' 
,------· ----- . 5l.·· ------·~· _,, ............... ________ ,, 
. - .. --· .......... - ·- ---- -- ·-----·-· ---·------ ·----------------~-------------·--- ............. .. .. - . 
harmonic, r4 = 2f , had a frequency of 9. 77 GHz. · : In order - ----- ------·-··· 8 . 
................ --··-----.--· 
.. 
___ . to provide minimtun center loading the desired cutoff fre-
-quency of. the TE20 mode ivas cha.sen to be only slightly larger 
than the first harmonic (fc 20 = r5 ·= lOoOO GHz). 
~ For a TE20 mode cutoff frequency of 10.00 GHz, the 
waveguide had to have a width of three cm. Since the TH 
')l 
band waveguide section was utilized (width= 4 cmo), al cm. 
thick metal wedge was requiredo The full dimensions of this 
metal vvedge are shovm. i~_/Figure 2fc. 
If the first harmonic frequency is 9.77 GHz, the fun-
damental will have a frequency of 4088 GHz. Consequently, 
-
.. --- ·-·· 
the cutoff f1~equency of rthe TE10 mode was. chosen to be 4o78 GHz. 
Using these values, and the results of Vartanian4 9 the thick- · - ------
ness of the center loading dielectric slab was determined to 
bet= 00018 cmo. To insure operation of the filter 9 the cen-
... 
ter slab was constructed to have a thickness~ t = Oo02 cm. 
Figure 21Jb relates the o-'cher important dimensions of the 
dielectric slabo Using the aforementioned dielectric slabs 
and metal wedge, the harmonic filter was constructed in the 
waveguideo 
Naturally, once this technique has been perfected, the 
·- --- - . - - - . . . . ' - . . 
. . 
. ·• . • - a,, ' , .. -- - • 
slabs will be designed to fit the operating frequencies, 
rather than adjusting the f1~equencies to fit· the slabs·; How-
--------·.~.-.--·--··--.--·--··. ev:er 9 _in the above e~c,tmpl .. e 9 -the_ o.n~y concern was that. the 
technique be verified and hence, the value of the operating 
.. __ _____ ____ ___ _____ frequency was of no consequence. /,• 
5. 
- - -----. - - --· - . - ·..---EXP ER IMEN T AL VER IF IC AT I ON OF THE HrrARniMlrl'JO~Nr,oI..,..,..C-F't':l"'"Ir-"l'L ...,,,Tt"P.'1-ER~.. _ ____;: _ _.;..,.,-._;,___ __ _ 
. -· 
..,_....._._ _______ --- ·-----------·-
--- ---
-- --~ 
----------·-----·--- _____ __ · __ The b.arrnonic filter designed in the pr~vic,us section 
. ~.- . . . . ... - .. ---,-;·-· ., . . . . . . - .. , ._ . .... ·-, . . . --·-· .. .. .. . . - ~-, . - • • ' c·· ·, - ~. • 
··~-·:~·"·--~:.:· ~-:op:· __ ~.is shown in Figure 22 with its desired operating character- .............. _______ .. _ 




istics o This filter 1wvas placed in the attenuation measuring 
circuits described earlier (4-8 GHz and 8-12 GHz) and both 
. - -- - - - --
· -··-------- ---- --- -
__ .. ____________ ____:. ___ _ 
·-·--· .. --.. ··- .. --~-- ..................... ___ .. _ --
. ---------------·--~----------
----------
- ·------- ·-··--- ·--··---·~--------·-·-- -
t, 
_,, ---- , .......... -.cc-· --~....-------.-1!111111!111-.illllll!llllllllll!'ll __________ _ -~ r 
'i I: I: p ' 
11 Ii ' 
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fs= 4.885 GHz 
2fs= 9.77 GHz 
f ~0 = 4. 78 GHz 
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- . . --- --- - -- -· - --
-- - - --~ --- - '•--.•·r•-• • ·- - . .. 
' 
-----·- . --- ------------L- -·-
the insertion loss and return loss were traced as functions 
___ (?~_ frequency. The results of these plots are shown in · 
·Figure 230 
As.can be seen from this figure, the harmonic filter 
operated almost exactly as expected. The peak attenuation 
(first harmonic frequency) shifted slightly from 9e 77 GH_z -
' ~ 
to 9o 87 GHz 9 but tl1is is rather insignificant~ since ·it im-
plies a shift of on1y·50 MHz in the fundamental frequency, 
(4.89 GHz to 4o94 GHz)o At the signal (ftmdamental) fre-
quency of 4o94 GHz 9 the device showed nearly 100% propaga-
;, 
tion with an attenuation of about Oo6 db (return loss was 
greater than 20 db)o However, at the first harmonic fre-
quency9 the device showed an attenuation of nearly 25 db 
(return loss again greater than 20 db)o 
It may also be noted that if 15 db attenuation is suf-
-----~-----·-·- ---------·--. ficient for the first harmonic 9 this device will have a small 
bandwidth. Attenuation in1~excess of 15 db is present from 
. I . 
f = 9o82 GHz to 10003 GH~/o For this variation of the first-
harmonic, the fundamental will vary from f = 4o91 GHz to 
I 
f = 5s01 GHzo In this/£requency range the filter showed less 
than loO db attenua;t-16n (return loss greater than 15 db). 
,_.--f ( 
Hence, if a 15 db,-eittenuation is acceptable for the first 
harmonic, _ this filter wi-11 have an operating bandwidth of 
. . '! 
' 
- 100 IvIHz. 
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-----------S-UMFJIARY ArlD CONCLUS IONS-----r---.--------.---------
1. SU1V1MARY OF RESULTS 
The initial study in this investigation experimentally 
~------.-,· ·r.ified that-the fie-1d- pulling--p·rope-rties of a .. high ___ dielec-=-
. -- -- - - ---- -- --
----- -- --- -- -
tric slab in a waveguide~ as explained by Vartanian~ No Eber-
_,,-
hardt, and others~ were valido This same study revealed that 
by proper choice of the position and loss of the dielectric 
slab, the field displacement phenomenon can be conver .. Ged in-
to frequency selective att~nuationo The only negative as- -
pect of these results was that they were found to be valid 
only for the TE10 modeo However~ this restriction is not 
too serious in most cases and should not hinder the applica-
tion of this technique to the art of microwave filter design. 
The second half of this investigation sought to utilize 
field displacement to design several different filterso The 
' 
results of this study included the construction and success-
- 'i 
ful operation of the following types of filters: absorption 
band, high pass 9 and harmonic. In each case the frequency 
characteristic (attenuation) w~s shifted by merely changing 
· -either the .ffchickness or the dielectric constant of the slab. 
This shifting was even more significant~ when combined with 
the result that the fina~l posi~cion of the attenuation could 







.. , .. "---,-.-.-·--.. -:.. All three types of filters operated as theoJ?e~ically ___ -----'--·--- -~-=" _ _ _ 1,~ 
__________________________ ,~peeted v1ith- high atteiiua,,tion_ in the stop band and prac-
-





aspect of the a-ttenua/Gion results w1as the absence of a 
-· --- -·-· - '· -· ··- .. ·--··--·-"···---·----------------·--. - ~ 
-----··--------·------
------ -br~~~ _ ~~-~- l~y9-i a~i;enu.~ting ~~?ion for the band abso_~ption -
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filter o More experimental work will have to be performed 
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-----------------The -last significant· charact-eristic of these dissipa-
tive filters ivas their large transition region bet11veen the 
pass and stop bandso This tran~ition region ca.~ be re-
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------ -- 2-. CONCLUSIONS 
/\ r·~ 
The major conclusion derived from this- investigation 
· is that the field displacement technique, · as described by 
N. Eberhardt 9 can definitely be used to design useful micro-
wave fil terso The characteristics of the three ·types of 
filters = band absorption 9 higl1 pass and harmon:tc' ~ desi·gned 
.and operated during this investigation stand in support of 
this argument. 
,.The major advantage of these filter.s is that they are 
dissipative rather than reactive, and therefore, ab.sorb the 
energy rather than reflecting it back into the circuit. 
Currently the only available dissipative filter is of ~he · 
_·~~ .. ---·-·- _ ·~ < ····-~:.:. ___ .... ~ l~QW p_~ss variety_ and is called the .. leak~'l lix1e- filter o - - · · . •-- - - '-:.•·-~._.,,._..,____._Lf..-,., ..... ~.-· + 
C ' 
-,---·· 
A second major advantage of field displaceme~t filters 
is their simplicity. Besides being very simple to design 
•• •• •• . •··• __ -·- __ --s--.;i-:'•-· ,._ •. - • ••• ••· • •· ·•,-<r . . - - - -· . 
----··-····------- -----~- ~"-·· -· ··· and: construct S) they have atteri.ti.at,ion ·bands which can be 
shifted with a minimum of effortQ__ ____ .. --·---~---------------- --------~---
- --------------------·-··· -- --- ·---
The only charac·teristic vvhich will limit ·their us·e -is 
their rather wide t1~ansi tion region. The~ slope' in this . 
. 
. . . 
region must be read in db/EqHz rather tha).1 the db/I{z used f i -·------- -----· - - ---,-r 
. r 
1 ---------------. -=-==--=--==-----~~-~- ---- i":11 the c Ets e of reactive filters o J HoweveI~ 0 despite the .neg... _ __ _ -...... ; 
-. . - ---
- . .. ------ - - . . ' . . - . ' . - __ ;.,_,,,_ i 
··· ·--c~.~.: ........ : ati ve aspect 9 field displacement filters still sl1ow great ~ 
potential for filtering harmonic or mixing frequencies, which 
are considerably different from the signal frequency. 
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3-~ FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS . . t? ~ ':'.'?/ 
-';" 
.. . ... .. .. . . ... 
. .......... ····-·· .... -. ./).-----------·-----······---····--·······~· 
:·,:.:-t~: 
-···-···-·--·-------....:..-.---·-. ·-Altlioiigh· the·- fut-u.re seems brigh.,G for field displacement 
~ilters, there is.still considerable work to be done before 
these filters appear on the production lineo This study has 
< . • 
merely verified the theory and_developed several working 
~--------=model_s_o _________ S till __ to bet. performed---are.-- several--- -inve·s·t:tgat·1ons 
\... 
.. ' 
dealing with the problems of matching 9 introduction of loss, 
,. 
and choice of the proper dielectric materials. This state-
ment is especially true in the case of band absorption fil-
ters. 
The only question left.unanswered concerning the actual -
field .Pulling technique deals with wh~ther it can be made 
to operate for higher mode-so One possible method for oper-
ation at higher modes, at least the TE20 , would be to place 
a dielectric slab on each side of the waveguide, The ques-
tion of whether tv1To slabs can operate in the V11aveguide sim-
ultaneously should be investigated in the near future 9 since 
a similiar technique has already been suggested to widen the 
l 
attenuating regions of the band absorption filters. 
. 
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